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break down all internal restraints on commercial inter-
course.
In the light of a fuller knowledge English industrial
society in the Age of Mercantilism wears, as we have seen,
a different aspect from that generally portrayed. The key
to its character must be sought not in a network of small
producers but in the crucial position occupied by the entre-
preneur. The latter found scope for his organizing ability
in the enlarged scale of production based on a division of
labour which was often minute. He found scope for his
speculative instincts in sinking capital (whether his own, or
borrowed, or provided by partners) in new industrial arts.
He found scope for his technical insight in lowering the
costs of production through an improved technique—the
early utilization of coal, the erection of blast furnaces, and
the adoption of innumerable mechanical devices mentioned
by Cary and Dean Tucker. We shall find fresh evidence
of hisl:reative powers in the domain of foreign commerce.
(n)
In international trade, as in industry, there was no
breach of continuity between the old order and the new.
Its foundations had been laid in the Middle Ages when
connexions were established with most European countries.
In the sixteenth century it grew considerably in volume and
began to assume a world-wide character. The exports of
England penetrated into nearly every part of the globe:
her imports comprised the products of four continents. A
large portion of her population was mainly dependent for its
livelihood upon oversea markets. Her commercial organiza-
tion was highly developed on the basis of companies, while
the working of her credit system and foreign exchanges
reproduced in its essentials the mechanism of modern busi-
ness life. In short, her economic destiny appeared closely
interwoven with that of other nations, and in the Age of
Mercantilism it was a commonplace that her " prosperity
and power depend on trade ". As Roger Coke exclaimed :

